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This paper is a report of an analytical attempt to measure and ex-
plain the essential factors inherent in the determination of compensation
and status for managerial jobs. This study is an outgrowth of a manage-
ment development program designed and conducted for the Research and
Development Division of The National Cash Register Company. As a re-
sult of studying compensation and organization theory, the top manage-
ment of the R & D Division authorized a search for measurements which
can be used for assigning compensation and organizational status to man-
agerial jobs, and for rewarding management jobs on the basis of their con-
tribution to organizational objectives. The study was an exploratory
effort which will require additional empirical investigation before final
consideration is given for implementation. This paper reports the results
of the exploratory study.*

PURPOSE
It is our purpose to advance a set of criterion factors which may be

used to measure the requisite considerations essential in the determination
of status and compensation for management jobs. To date these determina-
tions have been based in large measure on intuitive judgment. The relation-
ships between these criteria variables are specified and a method of meas-
urement is advanced.

There is no intent on the part of the authors to suggest that this
evaluating system can be used to replace existing perspectives or explana-
tions of managerial phenomenon. The present model is intended to supple-
ment not supplant existing explanations.

The particular area of existing theory which we found lacking for
purposes of organizational design and managerial compensation concerns
measurement of discretionary responsibility. True, there are existing
job evaluation plans which include discretionary responsibility as a cri-
terion factor. However, we have found only one of these factor definitions
to be operational in the sense of being sufficiently precise and discriminat-
ing to be useful as a foundation upon which to derive measurement
instruments.

Since most existing theories of management consider delegation of
responsibility as an essential construct for explaining managerial phe-
nomenon, and since there has been little effort toward measurement of

* The authors comprised the study group. Leon E. Peters, Hugh M. Stephenson,
and James E. McElwain are Management Staff Specialists of the Technical Services
Division of Research and Development at The National Cash Register Company, and
Robert J. House is an Assistant Professor at The Ohio State University and consultant
to The National Cash Register Company.
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responsibility delegations, we believe this to be an important gap in
existing theory, and one worth pursuing at some length. The one study
which we found in the literature capable of yielding a useful measurenient
of responsibility does not explain the factors involved, but merely provides
a correlate of delegation assignments. This study is reviewed briefly
below.

BACKGROUND
In 1956 Elliott Jaques, consultant to the Glacier Metal Company, pub-

lished a work entitled Measurement of Fy.esponsibility.^ In this research
report Jaques concludes that time-span, the length of time over which
one has discretion of how to do a job without being reviewed either directly
or indirectly, is an accurate measurement of the responsibility assigned
to a position. Based on a preliminary study of twenty-five positions,
Jaques concluded that all incumbents of these positions "were able to
describe their responsibility in terms of maximum time-span and, in a
manner absolutely consistent with the independent assessment of their
(superior) managers;" and, "the distribution of Grade I time-spans was
higher than Grade II, which was higher in turn than Grade III." ^ which
was to be expected.

Jaques further concluded that the frequence of work dissatisfactions
was highly correlated with inconsistent assignment of pay and status when
viewed in the light of the time-psan criteria.^ In 1961 Jaques reports suc-
cessful application of the time-span measurement in six different firms.
In this report he is careful to note that the time-span criteria is not an
explanation but more accurately, a measurement of responsibility assign-
ments. In the same way that a thermometer measures, but does not ex-
plain temperature, so time-span measures, but does not explain the assign-
ment of responsibility. According to Jaques:

"the criticism has frequently been levelled against the time-span
method of measurement that it fails to take aspects of a job other
than time into account. Surely, it is argued, such factors as the type
of responsibility, or the variety of number of kinds of responsi-
bility, or the importance of the responsibility, or the consequences
of bad discretion, or the difficulty of the discretion exercised,
ought to be considered. Are they not equally important as the
time-span of the discretion? Maybe so. But it is not my endeavor
to make these comparisons. The length of a column of mercury
in a graduated capillary tube constructed under certain conditions
cannot in itself tell very much about the structure or function of
the human body. But it is useful in measuring its temperature."*
As stated previously, our purpose is to explain, as well as measure, the

factors involved in the assignment of responsibility.

ASSUMPTIONS
It is assumed that delegations have been made rationally and con-

sistently, and defined in writing. As will be shown later, these assumptions
are prerequisite to the effective utilization of the proposed criteria. These

1 Elliott Jaques, Measurement of Responsibilities A Study of Work, Payment
and Individual Capacity. Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass 1961

2 Ibid., p. 20. Italics are the authors'.
s Ibid., pp. 30-31.
* Elliott Jaques, Equitable Payment: A General Theory of Work, Differential

Payment, and Individual Progress. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1961, pp.
69—70«



are the conventional assumptions which are prerequisite to effective
utilization of most job evaluation plans.
Implications of these assumptions

These assumptions imply that if top management of an organization
has not established the organization structure on an explicit and con-
sistent process of delegation, then the criteria advanced here cannot be
validly used for purposes of determining compensation and organizational
status for positions within the structure.

If this criteria were used under conditions where the above assump-
tions were not valid, the invalidity of the assumptions would be brought
to light. The result of this finding would be that top management would
either (a) become cognizant of the current situation, or (b) become de-
fensive concerning past practices. Where the former occurs, the proposed
evaluation plan can be useful in defining problems of organizational struc-
ture and balance. Where the latter occurs, the result is likely to be frus-
tration, disillusionment, and possible impaired morale.

A second assumption is that management has the normal controls over
the development and expansion of the organization. The proposed system
uses as one of the measurements the number of personnel managed. It is
possible therefore that this system of evaluation like any other system can
place a premium on over-staffing or empire building. Management must
recognize this implication and respond with the normal controls that have
always been necessary.

TOP MANAGEMENT MUST DEFINE RELATIVE
VALUE OF CRITERION FACTORS

If the criteria proposed here are to be used successfully, it is necessary
that top management assume the responsibility of defining the relative
value of each criterion factor. Measurement of the degree to which each
factor exists in a job is meaningless until the factor values have been estab-
lished by top managent in terms of their relative contribution to the ob-
jectives of the organization. Thus, application of these criteria in actual
practice requires active participation of top management in the establish-
ment of values for each variable.

Top management must also define certain constraints. The process of
defining constraints is incumbent upon top management because these
reflect the managerial philosophy of the organization. Constraints, then,
are a question of management philosophy, not measurement technique.

THE BASIC FACTORS
The over-all relationships between the criteria factors are diagrammed

in Figure 1. Reading from right to left, we see that the total job value may
be broken down into four classifications of variables. These variables are:
a) the ability requirements necessary to carry out the prescribed duties
of the job; b) the discretionary decision responsibilities of the job—that
is, the degree to which the job incumbent is delegated responsibility to
make decisions of a discretionary nature; c) the advisory responsibilities
delegated to the job; and, d) factors peculiar to the particular organization.
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Further to the left, we have defined two classes of discretionary
decisions.

Figure 1. Scheme for Using a Linear Model to Analyze a System Involving
Non-Linear and Intangible Costs.
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The first class concerns personnel decision responsibility, such as de-
cisions to instruct, coach, reward, censure, and fire. The second concerns
responsibility for the commitment of resources. Examples here are com-
mitments of materials, man-hours, or dollars.

Reading further to the left, we see that the personnel decisions can
be weighted m terms of the number of people for whom the decision maker
has responsibility; the skill level of his people—that is, whether they are
skilled, non-skilled, professional or managerial; and the severity of the
consequences of his personal decisions. For example, decisions to hire and
tire are considered more severe than decisions to coach or instruct.

f ̂ ^% fi , l *^^ resource commitments can be measured in terms
of the dollar value of the resources, and the frequency of the commitments.
And finally, on the extreme left of this chart, we see that the decision re-
sponsibilities are assessed in terms of the degree to which the decision
maker has freedom to niake a decision. If the decision is made within defi-
nite limits as specified by procedures or policies, or if the decision is con-
strained by the requirement to gain approval from other members of
l^rV"""?%l ^1, ^^•'^^'^'''°'' "taker's freedom to act is severely con-
strained. Thus, the discretionary content of the job is significantly de-
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The amount of space devoted to the explanation of the discretionary
content of a job should not imply that we believe this to be the most
important factor. The question as to what is the most important factor for
which we assign pay and status must be decided by the top management
of the particular organization. Where the organization is engaged in a
highly specialized or technical process, and where its life blood is technical
innovation, then the managerial pay and status system would most likely
emphasize specialized ability. Where the organization is highly decentral-
ized the managerial job would surely be paid more for discretionary re-
sponsibility than for specialized ability requirements. If the organization is
organized on the basis of checks and balances, then advisory responsibilities
and control abilities would receive greater emphasis. The relative weights
for the above factors must be determined by top management to answer
the question "What do we want to pay for and what do we want to em-
phasize?" The answer to these questions depends on the essential functions
of the organization and the governing management philosophy.

In the following sections we will provide a detailed explanation of the
scales which have been developed for measurement of these factors. These
seals appear to be operational and useful based on preliminary case experi-
nce. Subsequent validation is still necessary at this time.

DISCRETIONARY DECISION RESPONSIBILITY
The first factor to be discussed concerns the decisions for which the

job incumbent is responsible, and for which he must exercise discretion.
In this discussion, attention will be given to two facets of discretionary
content; these are first, decisions concerning personnel administration, and
second, decisions concerning resource allocation.
Discretionary Responsihility for Personnel Decisions

To evaluate personnel decision responsibility, it is necessary for top
management to define the essential nature of the managerial position in
the particular organization, consistent with its own management philoso-
phy. If an essential difference between managerial and operative positions
is one of leadership, then this difference must be defined explicitly. One
dimension of the leadership function is the number of people being led.
Thus, for our purposes, a manager may be defined as a person who has
leadership responsibility over a specified number of people. Stated another
way, we might say that a manager is one who has the responsibility to
exercise discretion over no less than X number of people.

Responsibility for X people, according to this definition, constitutes
a sufficient condition for the status of first level management. Responsi-
bility for X people also constitutes a necessary but not a sufficient condi-
tion for higher levels of management. To be assigned organizational status
above the first level of management, a position must be delegated the re-
sponsibility for X people pins either (a) additional people, or (b) some
additional responsibility. The actual number of people, or the value of the
additional responsibility, must be decided by top management.

As a guide, it is suggested that the number of people be not less than
that number which requires formal and systematic supervision. If it is
possible under normal conditions for an astute person to lead as many as
three people without engaging in deliberate planning and organizing pro-
cesses, and without establishing formal and systematic means of control,
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then we would not recommend that three people be used as the minimum
number for managerial positions. To use this number as the minimum
leadership requirement would be to foster unsystematic rather than a
fundamental approach to managing. We recommend that the minimum
number of people be that number which, under normal conditions, requires
the deliberate performance of the functions of planning, organizing, and
controlling in order to provide for effective co-ordination and teamwork
of the group. Using this as a general guide for the establishment of a
minimum leadership requirement, the job feature recommended here will
not only be useful for measuring the relative value of positions, but also
for fostering attitude and practices of management consistent with the
earlier assumption of planned and rational delegation.

Assuming a manager has some leadership responsibility for the pre-
scribed minimum number of people, the question can be asked, "What
amount of discretion does this manager have over these people; and is
the leadership of one classification of employees to be more highly valued
than another classification? Is the leadership of several people of more or
less value than the leadership of the minimum number?" According to our
criteria, the value of the positions should reflect the differences in discre-
tionary authority over subordinates, the differences in skill level of subor-
dinats, and the number of subordinates. For example, if a job carries re-
sponsibility to instruct, demonstrate, and coach subordinates, it will be
awarded a given value for the exercise of this responsibility. However, if it
carries the responsibility (and authority) to make higher level and more
severe decisions, such as the decision to promote and hire employees, or
decisions to dismiss, demote, and to reduce salary, then it would be a
proportionately higher value for this additional responsibility. If the job
carries responsibility over managers rather than operatives only, this too,
should be reflected in the value of the job.

: Using the above rationale, the relative value of the personnel decision
responsibilities for the particular job can be scaled as illustrated in Figure
2. On this chart, classifications of subordinates are scaled down the side.
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Point values or a numerical index would be established to reflect decision
severity as modified by class of employee. Thus, the highest values would
be assigned to positions falling within the right hand column at the bot-
tom. A rating is determined for each class of people and is then modified
by the number of subordinates as indicated at the bottom of the chart. The
relative value for the decisions across the top must be decided by top man-
agement. Again this decision reflects the managerial philosophy of the
organization. Where the management places a high value on human rela-
tions and equity considerations, the marginal rate of point increase will
be increasingly rapid as one proceeds down the left hand side of the chart.
Where the managerial philosophy places a higher value on employee de-
velopment than on employee selection, the values assigned to the first two
columns (instruction and performance appraisal) will be higher than the
values assigned to the fourth column (promote and hire).

The personnel decision responsibility as arrived at by this process
can be further assessed in terms of the freedom, or discretionary authority,
which a decision maker enjoys when making his decisions. Freedom to act
also modifies the second classification of discretionary responsibility,
namely, the responsibility to commit resources. Therefore, we will advance
a set of criteria to measure freedom to act after describing resource com-
mitment responsibility in more detail.

DISCRETIONARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR

COMMITTMENT OF RESOURCES

A commitment is defined here as any decision or action made on one's
own initiative, not requiring superior line approval, which results in an
irrevocable^ allocation of resources.

To arrive at the value of a commitment, the resource decisions involved
in the performance of one's responsibility are specified. These decisions
are measured in terms of two dimensions. The first is the amount of com-
pany resources which can be irrevocably committed. To evaluate this
dimension, an assessment is made of the direct loss which would result
under normal conditions if the intent of the commitment is unsuccessful.
Possible losses can be determined by identifying the review techniques
used to control the effects of commitments, and by identifying the effects
which could possibly occur prior to review. The second dimension for this
criterion is the frequency with which such commitments are made.

B The location of resources ,is not said to be irrevocable in the sense of being
absolutely incapable of alteration or reversal so that the ultimate consequence must
necessarily be realized. Rather, it is said to be irrevocable in the sense of an irre-
trievable step haying been taken. Thus, a commitment is more than decision,
i.e. more than deciding to do something. It implies overt action, the quality of which
is assessed at some point after implementation. For that span of time, therefore,
the commitment is de facto irrevocable.

These dimensions are shown on the left side of Figure 3.
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For example, if a manager has the responsibility to commit up to $5,000
for direct materials, if this commitment is unreviewed by a superior line
manager before the commitment is made, and if it could happen that these
materials could not be used for productive purposes after they are pur-
chased, then the value of these materials, that is, $5,000 constitutes one
dimension of the commitment criterion. If it is possible that the purchase
of faulty materials would result in idle machine time or lost man-hours,
the cost of these lost resources would be added to the $5,000. However,
if a safety stock was maintained for such a possibility, then the resources
of m̂ en and machines would not automatically be committeed with^ the
purchase of materials, and the value of the commitment would remain at
$5,000. Thus, we see how the value of a commitment is deduced by analy-
sis of the mechanism used to control the effects of the commitments.

Concerning frequency, if the same manager is expected to make such
a commitment ten times a year, then the yearly commitment_ value of
this decision is $50,000. Hence, the value of the resource commitment re-
sponsibility is a function of the possible loss resulting from the commitment
multiplied by the frequency of the commitment.

At this point, we have discussed the two essential discretionary re-
sponsibilities, namely personnel and resources, of a managerial job. These
responsibilities are modified by the degree to which the manager is free
to exercise discretion when carrying out his responsibility.

DISCRETIONARY RESPONSIBILITIES MODIFIED
BY FREEDOM TO ACT

According to our criteria, the discretionary content of a decision is
inversely related to the degree to which the decision maker is required
to rely upon prescribed courses of action, precedent, advice from others,
formula, or supervision of his superior. For example, if the commitment
for the purchase of materials is one which is based upon an established
and compulsory economic order quantity formula, it may be said to be
highly prescribed. Thus, the degree of discretionary content or freedom
involved in the commitment is relatively low as compared vî ith decisions
which are made on the basis of choice and which do not lend themselves
to policy or formula consideration.

Based on this rationale we advance the proposition that the discre-
tionary content for a given decision is inversely related to the degree to
which checks and balances have been established to govern this de-
cision. These checks and balances in organized activities may take the
form of (a) direct supervision, (b) influence of other members of the
organization, (c) constraints resulting from precedent, policy, rules, or
procedure. We have already said that the decision is irrevocable** and
goes unreviewed by one's superior. Thus, it is not necessary to measure the
degree of supervision over these decisions since by definition, there is no
such supervision. If the remaining checks and balances can be scaled, and
if these scales can be applied to measure the degree to which the factors
govern a given decision, then the discretionary content of that decision
may be also scaled.

Based on this rationale, a scale for the measurement of discretionary
content is illustrated in Figure 4.

'^ See discussion of "irrevocable" in footnote 5.
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If (a) the decision is one which is made without advice from other
members of the organization, (b) there is no requirement to check with
or obtain the approval of other members of the organization and (c) the
decision maker is not required to follow established prescriptions, the
decision maker is said to be free from external constraints. This is illus-
trated in degree A of "available guides," Figure 4. However, if the de-
cision is constrained by the requirement that the decision maker must get
the approval of a staff organization, if he must at least get the advice of
other members of the organization, or if his decision is governed by policy,
precedent, procedure, or rule, then his decision is relatively constrained,
and is considered to be less discretionary. Using Figure 4 as criteria for
discretionary freedom, we can modify the personnel decision responsi-
bility and resource commitment responsibility to arrive at a final value
for the discretionary content of each position throughout the organization
structure.

ADVISORY RESPONSIBILITY

We have proposed that there are four basic job factors pertinent to
the evaluation of managerial positions for purposes of compensation and
status. We have discussed discretionary responsibility in some detail. At
this point, let us turn to a discussion of the second factor, the advisory
responsibility which accompanies a position.

For purposes of this evalutation system, advisory responsibility con-
sists of the obligation to render recommendations directly to persons who
make either personnel decisions or resource commitments. We advance
the proposition that the value of the advisory responsibility, when based
on a rational process of delegation, is a function of (a) the influence
which the advisor is intended to exercise, and (b) the value of the decision
to be made by the advisees. Figure 5 illustrates this relationship. From
Figure 5 it can be seen that advisorjf responsibility constitutes a portion
of the total responsibility for a given kind of decision. Thus, the advisory
responsibilities are valued at some percentage of the value of the discre-
tion exercised by the advisee. The relative amount of value to be assigned
to an advisory responsibility is to be determined by top management since
this reflects the degree to which the management philosophy values checks
and balances, specialization and control.

To evaluate the advisory responsibilities of a position it is first neces-
sary to evaluate the value of the decisions on which the advice is being
rendered. The decisions would either be personnel decisions or resource
commitments as described in the preceding section. Once the value of
the decisions has been determined a portion of the value would be allotted
to the advisor depending upon the influence that he was intended to exert
on the decision maker.
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ABILITY REQUIREMENTS

According to our criteria, all information which is not submitted
directly to the decision maker is not considered as advice. The responsi-
bility to render information which is not directly used by the recipient
for decision purposes is evaluated by measuring the ability required to
perform these responsibilities as illustrated in Figure 6.

In analyzing the constituent parts of the ability factor, four sub-factors
appear important. They are:

1. Complexity of work flow.
2. Knowledge.

a. Depth
b. Rate of Change.

3. Similarity or dissimilarity of functions and/or objectives.

4. Experience.

It is our belief that some overlap exists between complexity of work
flow and similarity or dissimilarity of functions and objectives. However,
there are definitely mutually exclusive areas within both dimensions.
Therefore, they are both included in the matrix.

There is no intent that each of the sub-factors be co-equal. The relative
value of these sub-factors must be decided by top management.

As previously stated, the ability factor, although applicable to all jobs,
is of principal importance to incumbents having low discretionary job
content but providing specialized information to individuals who in turn
provide advice directly to a decision maker.
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FACTORS PECULIAR TO THE ORGANIZATION

A fourth factor entitled "Factors Peculiar to the Organization" is ad-
vanced as a consideration. Examples of such sub-factors which might be
included are travel, job hazards, pressure of work, and frequency of
transfer.

We have discussed the three basic criterion factors which are recom-
mended for the evalutation of managerial positions. For summary pur-
poses, we will briefly describe the steps involved in applying these criteria.

STEPS IN MEASURING MANAGERIAL RESPONSIBILITY

The method of assessment for the jobs of managers can be summarized
as follows:

1) To use Jaques' words, it is necessary to "tease out" the decisions,
delegated to a particular job.

2) Discover the mechanisms employed to review the use of dis-
cretion. By this means, one can discover the controls and constraints
imposed upon the job incumbent.

3) Discover the expected results if the discretion were ill-used,
that is, if the intent of the discretion were unsuccessful. These expected
results can be described in terms of the dollar value of the resources
which could be committed but not used and therefore, lost to the
organization.

4) Discover the frequency with which the manager is expected
to exercise such discretion.

5) Multiply the frequency times the severity (potential value of
resource loss) or scaled level (of personnel decision) for each area
of discretionary content of the job.

6) Combine the result of the above analysis with the result of the
measurement of ability required for prescribed action and the meas-
urement of advisory responsibility to arrive at a total value of the
position.

7 This method of assessment closely follows that outlined by Jaques on page
32 of the book entitled Measurement of Responsibility, but this method considers
factors different from those advocated by Jaques.
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